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                    Abstract
User-level components of applications can be made performance-aware by annotating them with performance model and other metadata. We present a component model and a composition framework for the automatically optimized composition of applications for modern GPU-based systems from such components, which may expose multiple implementation variants. The framework targets the composition problem in an integrated manner, with the ability to do global performance-aware composition across multiple invocations. We demonstrate several key features of our framework relating to performance-aware composition including implementation selection, both with performance characteristics being known (or learned) beforehand as well as cases when they are learned at runtime. We also demonstrate hybrid execution capabilities of our framework on real applications. “Furthermore, we present a bulk composition technique that can make better composition decisions by considering information about upcoming calls along with data flow information extracted from the source program by static analysis. The bulk composition improves over the traditional greedy performance aware policy that only considers the current call for optimization.”
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                    Notes
	In this article, we use the terms implementation, implementation variant and variant interchangably.


	We consider a recursive function as a special scenario to avoid combinatorial explosion of the solution space.


	We have not encountered any such scenario yet in any application that we have ported to our framework.


	By default, the system generates composition code for our own GCF runtime library. The user can set the -starpu switch to generate code for the StarPU runtime system.


	Registering a variable to the runtime system creates a unique data handle (with information about size, memory address etc.) for that data in the runtime system which can be used for controlling its state and data transfers.


	A point represents a single execution with certain performance relevant properties.
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